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Abstract

The Continuous Double Auction (CDA) is the
dominant market institution for real-world trading
of equities, commodities, derivatives, etc. We de-
scribe a series of laboratory experiments that, for
the first time, allow human subjects to interact
with software bidding agents in a CDA. Our bid-
ding agents use strategies based on extensions of
the Gjerstad-Dickhaut and Zero-Intelligence-Plus
algorithms. We find that agents consistently ob-
tain significantly larger gains from trade than their
human counterparts. This was unexpected because
both humans and agents have approached theoret-
ically perfect efficiency in prior all-human or all-
agent CDA experiments. Another unexpected find-
ing is persistent far-from-equilibrium trading, in
sharp contrast to the robust convergence observed
in previous all-human or all-agent experiments. We
consider possible explanations for our empirical
findings, and speculate on the implications for fu-
ture agent-human interactions in electronic mar-
kets.

1 Introduction
We envision a future in which economically intelligent and
economically motivated software agents will play an essential
role in electronic commerce. Among the present-day glim-
merings of such a future are simple bidding agents offered
by auction sites such as eBay and Amazon and by third-party
bidding services such as eSnipe1, pricebots such as buy.com
that automatically undercut the competition, and shopbots
such as DealTime that minimize the total cost of a bundle
of goods by partitioning it across one or more vendors, taking
shipping cost schedules into account. It is natural to expect
continued growth in the variety and sophistication of auto-
mated economic decision-making technologies such as these.
In addition, we anticipate the emergence of an even larger and
more diverse class of agents for which economic decision-
making capabilities are still essential, but ancillary to the pri-
mary function of providing information goods and services

1eSnipe automates a common practice among eBay bidders of
waiting until a few seconds before an auction’s close to place a bid.

to humans or other agents [Kephart et al., 2000]. (Through-
out this paper we use the term “agent” to refer exclusively
to a software agent, as opposed to a human economic agent.)
Whether their main business is ontology translation, match-
making, network service provision, or anything else, these
agents will charge a fee for their goods or services, and will
negotiate both as buyers and as sellers with other agents. Thus
they will have to be economically intelligent, capable of mak-
ing effective decisions about pricing, purchasing, or bidding.

If this vision is to be realized, then it must be demonstrated
that, within their domain of application, agents can attain a
level of economic performance that rivals or exceeds that of
humans on average, without introducing undue risk. Other-
wise, people would not entrust agents with making economic
decisions.

The purpose of this paper is to provide such a demon-
stration. Through a series of controlled laboratory exper-
iments in which humans and agents participate simultane-
ously in a realistic auction (a Continuous Double Auction,
or CDA), we show that software agents can consistently ob-
tain greater gains from trade than their human counterparts.
In a sense, this work can be viewed as another chapter in
the venerable AI tradition of human vs. machine challenges.
Already, machine supremacy has been demonstrated in two-
player games such as backgammon, checkers, and chess, and
a serious attack is now being made on games such as bridge
and poker [Schaeffer, 2000], in which there are slightly more
than two players who play in a well-defined sequence. In
contrast, the number of players in the CDA is typically much
greater (we limit it to 12 in this report), and the moves by indi-
vidual players are completely independent and asynchronous.
These and other features make game-theoretic analysis of the
CDA intractable. Another notable difference is that the suc-
cessful demonstration of machine superiority in the CDA and
other common auctions could have a much more direct and
powerful financial impact—one that might be measured in
billions of dollars annually.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the
CDA and discusses the relationship of our work to previous
studies by economists and computer scientists. Section 3 pro-
vides a brief overview of the technological infrastructure used
in the experiments. Section 4 describes the agent environ-
ment and the individual agent strategies. Section 5 provides
details of the market rules and experimental parameters, and



section 6 presents the results for two different agent strate-
gies. We conclude with a brief summary and discussion of
implications and future directions in section 7.

2 Background on the CDA
Our laboratory study of economic interactions between
agents and humans utilizes a simplified model of a Contin-
uous Double Auction (CDA) market. The CDA is one of
the most common exchange institutions, and is in fact the
primary institution for trading of equities, commodities and
derivatives in markets such as NASDAQ and the NYSE. In
the CDA, there is a fixed-duration trading period, and buy
orders (“bids”) and sell orders (“asks”) may be submitted at
any point during the period. If at any time there are open bids
and asks that are compatible in terms of price and quantity
of good, a trade is executed immediately. Typically, an an-
nouncement is broadcast immediately to all participants when
orders are placed or trades are executed.

In our model CDA, multiple units of a single hypothetical
commodity can be bought or sold. Participants are assigned a
fixed role of either Buyer (only submits bids) or Seller (only
submits asks). There are several periods of trading; at the start
of each period, participants are given a list of “limit prices”
(values for Buyers and costs for Sellers) for each unit to be
bought or sold. The limit prices are held constant for several
periods and periodically shifted by random amounts to test
responsiveness to changing market conditions. Each partic-
ipant’s objective is to maximize “surplus,” defined as (limit
price - trade price) for buyers and (trade price - limit price)
for sellers.

The assumptions of fixed roles and fixed limit prices con-
form to extensive prior studies of the CDA, including exper-
iments involving human subjects [Smith, 1962; 1982] and
automated bidding agents [Cliff and Bruten, 1997; Gjerstad
and Dickhaut, 1998]. Under such assumptions, a market con-
sisting of rational players will eventually converge to steady
trading at an equilibrium price ��� , at which there is a bal-
ance between Supply (the total number of units that can be
sold for positive surplus) and Demand (the total that can be
bought for positive surplus). For each participant, one can
define a theoretical surplus as the total surplus that would
be obtained if all units traded at ��� . One can also define
a participant’s efficiency � as the ratio of actual surplus to
theoretical surplus. In human subject studies [Smith, 1962;
1982], convergence close to equilibrium was found within
several periods, with the approach towards ��� exhibiting a
“scalloped” shape (i.e., a decelerating curved trajectory) of
progressively smaller amplitude in each successive period.
Robust convergence to equilibrium was also found in ho-
mogeneous populations of agents [Cliff and Bruten, 1997;
Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998], with smaller-amplitude scal-
lops than in the all-human experiments. Both all-human
and all-agent CDA studies claimed very high population effi-
ciency, ranging between 0.95 and 1.0.

Our work differs from prior CDA studies in two significant
ways. First, we are interested in studying and understand-
ing interactions between agent and human bidding strategies.
Second, we focus primarily on measuring and understanding

the performance of individual agents, instead of global mea-
sures of aggregate market behavior. As agent designers, we
would like to understand the principles by which robust bid-
ding strategies can be designed that perform well against both
human and computerized opposition. Our focus on competi-
tion in heterogeneous bidder populations is similar to that of
the agent vs. agent competition held at the Santa Fe Dou-
ble Auction Tournament (SFDAT) [Rust et al., 1992]. The
SFDAT was an intrinsically discrete-time auction, with non-
persistent orders, synchronized bidding of all agents at ev-
ery time step, and a coarse time step size deliberately cho-
sen to allow all agents enough time to calculate and place
their bids. Thus the conclusions may not apply to trading in
normal real-time CDA markets. Another market-based tour-
nament for bidding agents, the Trading Agent Competition
(TAC) [Wellman et al., 2001] was held in conjunction with
ICMAS-00. This competition was much more realistic in de-
sign, and required the agents to simultaneously participate in
multiple markets, each of which required a different bidding
strategy. Our study incorporates a degree of realism in mar-
ket dynamics and messaging/communication similar to that
of TAC, while preserving a classical CDA design. This al-
lows both agents and humans to participate, as well as facil-
itating comparisons with prior all-human and all-agent CDA
studies.

3 Overview of the Experiments

For our experiments with humans and agents, we developed
a hybrid system that combined GEM, a special-purpose dis-
tributed system for experimental economics developed by
members of the IBM Watson Experimental Economics Lab-
oratory (WEEL), with Magenta, a prototype agent environ-
ment developed at IBM Research. The hybrid configuration
is illustrated in Figure 1.

A real-time, asynchronous CDA was administered by a
GEM auctioneer process running on a Windows NT work-
station, which communicated with all bidders and executed
trades when appropriate. To ensure that agents and humans
could interact seamlessly with one another, and that there
would be no subtle bias in their treatment, humans and agents
used the same set of messages to communicate with the GEM
auctioneer. Each human bidder was given a Windows NT
workstation running a GEM client process that interpreted
messages from the GEM auctioneer, and encoded messages
to be sent back to it. This GEM client offered a GUI that
permitted its user to view the order queue, the trade history,
and his/her assigned parameters. It also permitted the user to
enter bids or asks. Each Magenta bidder agent participated
in the auction through a modified version of the GEM client
that forwarded messages via TCP/IP to a UNIX workstation
running the Magenta environment and the agents themselves.
Each agent received messages forwarded to it by its modified
GEM client. Whenever it wished, the agent could send mes-
sages to its GEM client, which forwarded them as quickly as
possible to the GEM auctioneer. Thus the Magenta agents
and the human bidders had access to identical streams of data
from the auctioneer, and the auctioneer could not distinguish
orders placed by humans from those placed by agents.
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Figure 1: Hybrid GEM-Magenta configuration. At the left is the GEM system, showing a GEM auctioneer communicating
with a set of GEM clients. Each GEM client either presents a GUI to a human trader or communicates via TCP/IP with one
of the Magenta bidding agents shown at right. Also at right is an expanded view of an agent’s architecture, showing the three
internal modules described in the text and sketching the control flow within the Brain module.

4 Agents for the CDA

4.1 Agent environment and architecture

The bidder agents were implemented on top of Magenta,
which provides messaging, naming, and directory services,
and supports both one-shot messaging and conversations
(correlated sequences of messages). Each bidder agent con-
tained a MessageHandler module, a Bookkeeper module, and
a Brain module, all of which were specifically tailored for the
CDA.

The MessageHandler was responsible for formatting and
sending outgoing messages, and for receiving and parsing in-
coming messages. Incoming messages included initialization
information, notifications of bids and asks placed by other
agents, of trades, and of time remaining in an auction period.
Upon receipt of a message, the MessageHandler would parse
it and take an appropriate action, such as handing the record
of the bid, ask, or trade to the Bookkeeper module.

The Bookkeeper maintained the agent’s internal represen-
tation of the market state (e.g., the history of orders and
trades, current open orders, time remaining in the period, etc.)
and of the agent’s internal state (e.g., orders the agent had
placed, the agent’s inventory and available funds, etc.).

The Brain module was responsible for placing bids and
asks. Each Brain placed orders on its own thread of execu-
tion, with its own activation schedule. Each Brain contained
a module for a bidding strategy that determined order parame-
ters based on the information stored in the Bookkeeper, and a
timing module that governed the circumstances under which

the brain’s execution thread would wake up, apply the bid-
ding strategy and (possibly) place an order. Outgoing order
messages were formatted and sent back to the GEM client by
the MessageHandler. Optionally, the timing module would
awaken the brain’s execution thread whenever a trade oc-
curred and/or when a particularly attractive bid or ask was
placed by another player.

4.2 Agent strategies
The Magenta bidding agents face the following task in a live
auction: given the time remaining � in the trading period, a
number � of tradeable units, a vector

��
of � limit prices

(one for each unit), and the history 	 of previous activity in
the market, calculate an order time 
 and a price � .

The timing of orders was governed by a simple heuristic
based on a sleep-wake cycle. The sleep time was set to a fixed
interval of � seconds, with small random jitter ��������������
added. In our experiments, “fast” agents were defined by set-
ting ����� and by permitting wakeup on all orders and trades.
“Slow” agents were defined by setting � �!� and allowing
wakeups only on trades. When an agent wakes up, it com-
putes an order price using its pricing algorithm. The agent
will then submit the order, provided that the computed price
is compatible with the market rules and its understanding of
the current market conditions. If the agent currently has an
open order, the order will be a replacement order; otherwise
it will be a new one.

The pricing algorithms employed in these experiments are
based on algorithms originally introduced for simpler ver-
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sions of the CDA that lacked a persistent order queue, and
made assumptions about market dynamics that are inconsis-
tent with the notion of real-time, independent agents. We now
describe modifications that we made to these algorithms to
tailor them to our version of the CDA.

Zero-Intelligence-Plus (ZIP) Strategy
Cliff [Cliff and Bruten, 1997] proposed an algorithm called
“Zero-Intelligence-Plus” (ZIP) to explore the minimum de-
gree of agent intelligence required to reach market equilib-
rium in a simple version of the CDA. The market dynamics
studied in [Cliff and Bruten, 1997] were unrealistic in that
there was no explicit notion of time, no definite period length,
and no persistent orders: submitted orders were either traded
or removed instantaneously. We have modified ZIP to func-
tion in a real-time market with a definite period length and
persistent open orders. The primary modification has to do
with outbidding or undercutting existing orders. This now
happens when orders remain open for a certain amount of
real time without being traded. Our modifications turn out to
be related to those independently proposed by Preist & van
Tol [Preist and van Tol, 1998].

In our ZIP implementation, each agent maintains a vec-
tor of internal price variables "# ; the $ -th component of "# , #&% ,
is used to set the order price when trading the $ -th unit. At
the start of trading, "# is initialized to random positive-surplus
values, and is adjusted during the period according to the ob-
served trading action.

When a trade occurs at trade price #&' , each #(% is adjusted
by a small random increment in the direction of # ' . If the
adjustment is in the direction of increasing profit margin (i.e.
raising #)% for sellers and lowering #(% for buyers), the change
is always made regardless of whether or not the $ -th unit has
already been traded. However, for adjustments in the direc-
tion of decreasing profit margin, the change is made only for
units that are “active,” i.e., have not yet been traded. The size
of the adjustment is proportional to a learning rate parameter,
similar to that used in Widrow-Hoff or in back-propagation
learning. The difference between #&% and #(' is also stored for
use at the next trade, when a further adjustment in the same
direction is made, proportional to a separate “momentum” pa-
rameter. This is analogous to the use of momentum to speed
up convergence in back-propagation learning.

If a sufficiently long time has passed without a trade taking
place (1.0 seconds in our implementation), ZIP buyers and
sellers adjust # % in the direction of improving upon the best
open competing bid or ask, if the $ -th unit is still active. Fi-
nally, there is a global constraint that each #&% must always
correspond to non-negative agent surplus, i.e. it must always
be below the buyer’s value, or above the seller’s cost.

In all-agent tests, we find that homogeneous populations
of ZIP traders achieve robust convergence to theoretical equi-
libria with high efficiency. Depending on the precise market
rules and initial conditions, efficiencies ranging from 0.980 to
0.999 have been obtained with this strategy.

Gjerstad-Dickhaut (GD) Strategy
Gjerstad and Dickhaut [Gjerstad and Dickhaut, 1998] intro-
duced a more sophisticated trading algorithm for buyers and
sellers in the CDA, which we shall term “GD”. They showed

via simulation that a homogeneous population of such agents
could attain high allocative efficiency and rapid convergence
to the theoretical equilibrium price. A GD agent constructs
an order and trade history * , consisting of all orders and
trades occurring since the earliest order contributing to the+

th most recent trade. From the history * , a GD buyer or
seller forms a subjective “belief” function ,.- #(/ that repre-
sents its estimated probability for a bid or ask at price # to be
accepted. For example, for a seller,

,.- #(/10 23254 - #&/7698 4 - #(/
25234 - #&/7698 4 - #&/�6;: 25< - #(/>= (1)

where 25254 - #(/ is the number of accepted asks in * with
price ? # , 8 4 - #&/ is the number of bids in *@? # , and: 23< - #&/ is the number of unaccepted asks in * with priceA # . Interpolation is used to provide values for ,.- #(/ for
prices at which no orders or trades are registered in * . The
GD agent then chooses a price that maximizes its expected
surplus, defined as the product of ,.- #(/ and the gain from trade
at that price (equal to #CB9D for sellers and DEBF# for buyers,
where D is the seller cost or buyer value). Thus the algorithm
does not require the knowledge or estimation of other agents’
costs or valuations.

The original GD algorithm was developed for a market in
which there was no queue, i.e. old bids or asks were erased
as soon as there was a more favorable bid/ask or a trade. In
our version of the CDA, unmatched orders can be retained in
a queue, and therefore the notion of an unaccepted bid or ask
becomes ill-defined. We addressed this problem by introduc-
ing into the GD algorithm a “grace period” GIH . Unmatched
orders were not included in * unless at least the grace period
G H had passed since that order had been placed. Another mod-
ification to GD addressed the need to handle a vector of limit
prices, since the original algorithm assumed a single trade-
able unit.

We also found empirically that the original GD algorithm
could behave pathologically, particularly for “fast” agents,
which placed orders whenever an order or trade had been
placed in the market. This often resulted in rapid bursts of
orders and trades. If the last J + orders resulted in

+
suc-

cessful trades, then there were no unsuccessful orders in the
history * . Laboring under the false assumption that any price
would be accepted, the agents would then place absurdly low
bids or high asks, gradually lowering them until trades finally
began to occur once again, often in another burst. This cycli-
cal behavior was associated with high trade price volatility.

To greatly reduce the chances of this occurring, we used a
softer form of history truncation. All of the simple tally terms
in Eq. 1 (and the analogous expression for buyers) were re-
placed by weighted sums that placed exponentially more em-
phasis on events that occurred most recently, and the trunca-
tion parameter

+
was increased to a much larger value. As

hoped, soft truncation led to more sensible and stable pricing.
It allowed the desired responsiveness to recent events, but
also permitted information from old events to be used when-
ever there was insufficient information from recent events.

Homogeneous populations of modified GD agents also
achieve robust convergence to equilibrium, with efficiencies
comparable to those obtained by ZIP agents.
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5 Experimental setup
Our experiments used the following CDA market rules:

1. The “NYSE” spread-improvement rule was in effect, re-
quiring that new bids be priced higher than the current
best bid (and the equivalent for asks). This conforms to
prior CDA studies and is believed to facilitate conver-
gence to equilibrium.

2. All orders were for a single unit only, and a player could
have at most one open order. This was meant to simplify
the task for both agents and humans, and again conforms
to prior CDA studies.

3. Submitted orders remained open until they were traded
or the period ended.

4. Submitted orders could be modified (subject to the
NYSE rule), but not withdrawn.

5. Trades occurred when the best bid and best ask matched
or crossed in price. If they crossed (i.e., bid price ex-
ceeded the ask price), the trade price was the price of the
order submitted first.

6. At the start of each period, players were given a fresh
supply of cash or commodity.

Each player was given a list of 8-14 limit prices for the
units to be traded, arranged in order from most to least valu-
able (i.e., the buyer values decreased and the seller costs in-
creased). Roughly half of the players’ units were tradeable for
positive surplus at equilibrium. The limit prices were gener-
ated from a base set of three linear schedules in which each
successive unit increased in cost or decreased in value at a
constant rate. These rates varied in the three schedules; how-
ever, the total theoretical surplus was designed to be about the
same in each. Each human had an agent counterpart with the
same role and the same limit prices, and hence the same the-
oretical surplus. The total theoretical surplus was designed to
split about evenly between buyers and sellers.

An experiment consisted of 15-16 trading periods of 3 min-
utes each. Every 4-5 periods, each player’s limit prices were
changed by rotating the three limit price schedules (e.g., seller
A received seller B’s previous schedule, B received C’s, and
C received A’s) and adding or subtracting a constant value to
all limit prices, so as to change the equilibrium price.

Our target configuration for the experiments consisted of 6
agents and 6 humans2, both split evenly between buyers and
sellers. In each experiment, all agents used the same bidding
strategy—either ZIP or GD—and were all either the “Fast”
or “Slow” variant. Human subjects in four experiments were
undergraduates from local colleges; in two others, they were
employees of IBM Research. Before the start of each exper-
iment, subjects received instruction on the auction rules and
the profit objective, and practiced using the GUI. No discus-
sion of bidding strategies was given. Subjects were told they
would receive cash payments proportionate to profits earned
in the auction; the conversion factor was set so that the ex-
pected payouts were KML�NPO�QSR�O per player.

2In some experiments, one or more of the scheduled subjects
failed to appear, resulting in an asymmetric market with more agents
than humans.

6 Experimental results
Table 1 summarizes the results of the six agent-human CDA
experiments. Several noteworthy findings were obtained.
First, there were significant interactions and trades between
agents and humans, even though the agents were potentially
much faster. Roughly 30% or more of all trades were be-
tween agents and humans. This is a reasonable fraction of
the naive expectation of 50% if any trade partner (agent or
human) is equally likely, and shows that the laboratory mar-
kets did genuinely test agent-human interactivity, as opposed
to merely creating two non-interacting sub-markets operating
on different time scales.

Second, when considered as a group, the agents outper-
formed the humans in all six experiments: the total surplus
obtained by agents was on average KUT�OWV more than the to-
tal human surplus. This was true for both fast and slow agent
populations, showing that speed was not the sole factor ac-
counting for the agents’ edge in performance. In terms of av-
erage efficiency, agents in aggregate tended to achieve greater
than 100% efficiency, which necessarily implies that they
were exploiting human errors or weaknesses. Humans, on
the other hand, tended to score in the range of KXO>Y Z�T[QCO\Y Z�R ,
and on two occasions they did much worse. To check our
market design, we ran a baseline experiment in which all 12
traders were human, measuring an efficiency of 0.96, which
is consistent with what is typically found in all-human CDA
experiments. The fact that humans play better against other
humans than they do against agents corroborates the evidence
that, as a group, the agents are stronger players.

Third, as in prior all-human CDAs, human performance
tended to improve during the course of an experiment, as the
subjects became more familiar with the GUI and the market
behavior, and got a better idea of how to execute a good bid-
ding strategy. Nevertheless, we still found a consistent edge
in agent surplus over human surplus by about N]Q;^�V in the
final periods of each experiment.

Finally, although it is not documented in Table 1, our agent-
human markets tended to have a lopsided character in which
either buyers consistently exploited sellers, or vice versa. The
previously-described scalloping behavior was observed to be
more pronounced and longer-lasting than in prior all-human
or all-agent CDAs. This will be discussed in detail in Sections
6.1 and 6.2, which examine two specific experiments with
different agent bidding strategies (Fast GD and Slow ZIP),
yielding distinctly different market dynamics.

6.1 Fast GD Agents vs. Humans
Figure 2 shows the trading activity in experiment Oct25,
which was conducted over 16 periods divided equally among
four phases with shifts in limit prices. In each period, the time
series of trades tends to show scalloping, as trade prices con-
verge towards the equilibrium price _�` . Such scalloping was
not observed in agent-only CDA experiments with GD Fast
(or Slow) agents. In this experiment, the buyers were able to
extract more surplus from the market than the sellers as most
trades occurred below _�` , a fact that is also reflected in the
average efficiency measures. However, the differences in sur-
pluses (and efficiencies) between the two sides of the market
shrank over time, due to improving overall market efficiency,
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Figure 2: Trade price vs. time for experiment Oct25 with 6 GD fast agents and 6 humans. The vertical dashed lines indicate
the start of a new trading period. The 16 trading periods were divided into four phases, each with its own set of limit prices. In
each phase, acb is shown by the horizontal dashed lines. Trades between two agents are shown with open circles, between two
humans with open squares, and between an agent and a human with solid circles. The labels AB, AS, HB, and HS refer to the
average efficiency of Agent Buyers, Agent Sellers, Human Buyers, and Human Sellers, respectively.

which we attribute to human improvement during the course
of the experiment. Note that in all four phases, the agent buy-
ers and the agent sellers are able to extract more surplus than
their human counterparts.

Figure 2 also shows that most of the lowest-priced trades,
occurring well below a b , were between agents and humans.
An inspection of experimental records reveals that these
trades were mostly between human sellers and agent buyers.
Apparently the human sellers were consistently offering ex-
cessively low asks, and the agent buyers were able to pounce
on such mistakes more quickly than their human counterparts.

6.2 Slow ZIP Agents vs. Humans
Figure 3 shows the trading activity in the third phase of ex-
periment Oct24a with 6 ZIP slow agents and 6 humans. The
figure shows several interesting features. First, pronounced
and repeated scalloping in trade prices is evident, with buyers
extracting much more surplus than sellers. This is surprising
since such large scalloping is not seen in markets with only
ZIP agents. Second, in each period, trades typically tended to
occur first between agents, then between agents and humans,
and finally between humans. Third, although the agents as
a group outperformed the humans, agent sellers actually ob-

tained less surplus than human sellers.
Subsequent interviews with human subjects helped to ex-

plain the behavior and ultimately reveal a weakness in the ZIP
strategy. It turned out that two of the human sellers in this ex-
periment consistently followed a ‘fixed-profit-ratio’ strategy,
that is, their asking price for each unit was a fixed percent-
age greater than its cost. These sellers repeatedly submitted
asks at prices much lower than a�b and most often, agent buy-
ers quickly accepted such offers. Having traded their units
at extremely low prices, the ZIP buyers ignored subsequent
trades at higher prices, and maintained very low bid prices at
the start of the next period. The resulting bid-ask spread at
the start of each period was centered well below a�b , and once
the human sellers made a few low-priced sales, the ZIP sell-
ers, which were waking up on trades, began quickly dumping
their inventory at very low prices. Hence we attribute the un-
usual market behavior, and the performance ranking of the
agent and human traders, to a set of odd interactions between
the ZIP strategy and a specific non-optimal human strategy.

To test our hypothesis, we performed separate all-agent ex-
periments with a fixed-profit-ratio agent in a population of
only ZIP agents. The resulting dynamics exhibited large scal-
lops in trade prices similar to those in Figure 3. We also
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Experiment Agent Human
ID # Periods # Trades Interaction Strategy Surplus Efficiency # Traders Surplus Efficiency
Oct17 15 412 0.38 GD Fast 11058 1.016 5 6991 0.927
Oct18 15 504 0.29 ZIP Fast 11069 1.028 6 7023 0.652
Oct23 16 320 0.33 GD Fast 10495 0.999 3 4582 0.965
Oct24a 16 455 0.48 ZIP Slow 10696 1.032 6 9490 0.916
Oct24b 9 261 0.42 GD Fast 6808 1.026 6 6353 0.958
Oct25 16 433 0.49 GD Fast 12159 1.052 6 9708 0.840

Table 1: Summary of the six agent-human CDA experiments. For each experiment, the table presents: the number of trading
periods, the total number of successful trades, the fraction of trades between agents and humans, the bidding strategy employed
by all six agents, the number of human traders, and the aggregate agent and human performances in terms of total surplus
accumulated over the entire experiment and the average efficiency.
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Figure 3: Trade price vs time for experiment Oct24a with 6
ZIP slow agents and 6 humans. Trading activity in periods
9-12 (out of 16 total) is shown. Other details are similar to
those in Figure 2.

implemented a modification to the ZIP strategy that is more
reluctant to lower its profit margin based on where trades oc-
curred in the last period. Preliminary results show that the
modified ZIP agents retain high efficiency and are not easily
misled by the fixed-profit-ratio agent.

7 Conclusion
Given the simplicity of our agent bidding strategies, we are
encouraged by the results of these first-ever tests against
human subjects. (We remark that, while substantial agent-
human interactions have already occurred in financial mar-
kets, such interactions have an unknown and uncontrolled na-
ture.) Our agents make relatively simple time-independent
price calculations, based on established algorithms, and their
timing decisions are equally simple, yet they are able to out-
perform non-expert human subjects by a clear margin. It
would be interesting to test our bidding agents against a
higher caliber of human opposition, e.g., professional equi-
ties or commodities traders. We suspect that such opponents
would uncover weaknesses in the agent strategies, and that
this would eventually lead to significant algorithmic improve-

ments in the strategies. We are optimistic that CDA strategies
can be improved to the point where they outperform all hu-
man opposition by making better price inferences based on
market history, and by taking time remaining into account in
pricing and timing decisions.

Several aspects of the market behavior in our experiments
differed from prior studies of all-agent or all-human traders.
Convergence to equilibrium in our experiments was gener-
ally slower than in prior studies, and in two experiments,
there was no evidence of convergence by the end of the ex-
periment. We observed scalloped price trajectories that were
more pronounced and longer lasting than seen previously.
Also, our markets tended to be much more lopsided (either
buyers systematically exploiting sellers, or vice versa) than
in earlier studies. Such novel market phenomena merit fur-
ther investigation: they might be due to specifics of our mar-
ket design, or they may be more general outcomes of agent-
human interactions. Hence it will be important to conduct
further agent-human experiments in other types of markets,
possibly including greater complexity and real-world detail.
Candidates include combinatorial auctions, TAC-type mar-
kets [Wellman et al., 2001], and more realistic models of fi-
nancial markets. The development and deployment of effec-
tive automated trading strategies in such markets would have
immense practical importance, and could mark the beginning
of a large-scale introduction of economic software agents into
the world economy [Kephart et al., 2000].

While our results are preliminary, some aspects of our find-
ings may be indicative of what one can expect to occur more
generally as economic software agents are developed for real-
world markets. We suspect that, in many real marketplaces,
agents of sufficient quality will be developed such that most
agents beat most humans. A significant component of their
advantage will come from their ability to initiate actions, and
to react to market events, much faster than humans. As a re-
sult, there will be significant economic incentive for humans
to employ agents to act on their behalf. Then the competition
between agents and humans will evolve into a competition
among agents.
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